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ERAE information :

The European Review of Agricultural Economics now accepts review articles, and the ERAE Editors welcome
proposals for review articles from EAAE members. Review articles should provide a comprehensive and
scholarly account of a topic that has direct relevance to agricultural economics (methodological or applied) and
that has not recently been covered in the literature. A pre-submission enquiry is required. If you are interested
in writing a review article for ERAE, please send an abstract, outline, and key references
to erae.editorialoffice@oup.com .

Research Discovery Award 2020

The EAAE is now seeking nominations for the Research Discovery Award for journal articles published in the
calendar year 2020. In addition, we are seeking nominations for the EAAE Societal Impact Award in honour of
Giovanni Anania. The EAAE encourages you to nominate either your own publication or to nominate your
colleagues’ publications. Please send nominations to the Secretary-General of the Association (eaae@wur.nl)
by the 31st of August 2021.

Q Open welcomes submissions
Q Open is the Open Access initiative of the EAAE. It aims to be an inclusive forum for applied economics
research broadly in the area of agricultural and environmental economics and cognate fields. The main areas
of coverage are agricultural economics, environmental and climate economics, natural resource economics,
development economics (agricultural/rural topics) and food economics (and related nutrition- and health
economics topics). Q Open welcomes replications and ‘null-result’ research. It also welcomes pre-registered
experimental research, where an empirical research project and its methodology are peer-reviewed prior to
data collection. The final article is then provisionally accepted on condition that the author follows the
registered methodology.
Proposals for special issues are encouraged. Q Open is committed to fast peer-review, and aims to provide
authors with a first decision within 4-6 weeks of submission. Q Open operates ‘sound-science’ peer review,
where the focus is on scientific rigour and reflects the state-of-the-art in the field. The editorial decision on
acceptance/rejection relies less on the often subjective evaluations of likely impact, novelty, or breadth of
interest. The practice of existing journals in the field shows that the editorial process has limited success in
evaluating along these dimensions of manuscript quality and it may be a source of publication bias, as
currently discussed in the scientific community in general.

Authors are encouraged to share the decision letter and reviews from previous submissions to assist the
editors and to make the review process as efficient as possible. In most cases, the editors will seek at least
one further review.Authors have the option to choose a no-revision review. This means that they are
guaranteed not to receive a decision requiring them to do a major revision. Under this option, submissions that
require substantial revision will be rejected.

NEW European Network of Early Career Agricultural Economists: AgEconMeet
The EAAE board recently met with the newly formed European Network of Early Career Agricultural
Economists called AgEconMeet. We cordially invite you have a look at their activities as detailed on this page:
http://eaae.org/AgEconMeet.aspx
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Non-EAAE events – New and 4 upcoming
NEW | Course | 4th Summer School on Econometrics in Agriculture | Foggia | Italy | 6-10 September 2021.
Congress | Agriculture, food and global value chains | Rome | Italy | 9-11 June 2021.
Congress | The Transformation of Agr. & Food Systems | Online per Zoom (Humboldt-University of Berlin,
GEWISOLA annual conference) | Germany | 22-24 September 2021.
Congress | XIII Spanish Congress of Agrifood Economics | Cartagena | Spain | 1-3 September 2021.
Course | Econometrics course with Stata and R | 1 February – 31 December 2021.

Vacancies
NEW | 2 PhD positions | EU H2020 project ‘FRAMEwork’| Department of Environmental Economics, Faculty
of Economics, Osnabrück University | Germany | deadline 30-6-2021.

NEW | PhD position | Economic analysis of the European regulatory procedure for pesticide market approval |
INRAE | Toulouse | France.

Members information
EAAE members have access to their own registration card. The EAAE login is available on the homepage of
the EAAE using the email address and personal password. You can login here. There is also the option to
retrieve the password when forgotten or to modify it. After login you will also find the link for free access of
EuroChoices online!

As a member you have the possibility to post vacancies and non-EAAE events on the website of the EAAE.
Please login and go to ‘Post events (congress, seminars, courses, PhD activities) and Jobs’ and choose ‘new’.
The information will be visible on the website after the approval of the secretariat.

The EAAE has a small and part time secretariat.
Therefore we are not able to handle our mails on a daily basis and it can take a number of days before you get
an answer of to approve the information for the website.

